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Acson
Provides The Best Cooling Experience
Since 1984

Acson Malaysia is a home-grown air conditioning company that 
has been established since 1984. Over the three decades, we have 
been providing best cooling experience from normal household to far 
reaching sky scraper.

Customer needs and comforts have been our priorities ever since 
our inception. At Acson, we focus on delivering healthier lifestyles 
and happiest moments to our customers without causing harm to the 
environment.

Acson enjoys strong scientific and technological strength and recognition in the sophisticated industries such as 
the commercial field, hospital, metro and industrial area.
It is part of Acson philosophy and corporate responsibilities in preserving our nature through science and 
technology. Our latest Eco Plus series is build using environmental friendly materials yet economical.

Acson
Provides The Best Cooling Experience
Since 1984
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Seven Major Advantage  
Peak Masterpiece
Seven Major Advantage  
Peak Masterpiece

Smart room card  
function

Double silent mode

Triple backup
operation guarantee 

function

IPLV up to 7.15

Turning on/off air conditioner easily
Convenient property management

All-day silent mode
Night silent mode

Creating a comfortable space

Operation guaranteed
Users assured

High-efficiency & energy-saving
In the forefront of the industry



Seven Major Advantage  
Peak Masterpiece
Seven Major Advantage  
Peak Masterpiece

Acson AVR Eco Plus Series is embedded with state of art inverter technology, it is the labour of our best scientist and 
controlled by stringent Japanese standard. It is our principle to provide the best cooling solution yet affordable. We highlight 7 
major advantages of Acson Ecoplus Series. 

Unit with built-in
ModBus  

protocol gateway

Multiple static pressures 
available for the ODU

Dual power failure  
protection function

Gateway not required
Saving cost for the user

Simple and convenient installation

Meeting the high rise  
CBD building demand

Unexpected power failure  
protection function

Automatic startup after power  
restoration



High-efficiency & 
energy-saving

Creating a new era of 
energy conservation

Maximum IPLV(C) reaching 7.15

Efficient DC fan motor Stepless regulation to realize a wider 
capacity regulation range

Acson DC Inverter Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) Air Conditioner is so efficient that it exceeded the MS1525:2014 standard requirement. For any 
Green Building Index aspirant, we strongly recommend our Acson Eco Plus line-up.

Acson DC Inverter Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF)
Air Conditioner IPLV

MS1525:2014 Standard

The ODU fan is configured with the DC inverter speed regulating 
motor with high efficiency but low noises. The unique stepless 
regulation technology of vector control is adopted to greatly increase 
the motor efficiency, and the stepless inverter regulation function of 
the compressor is combined to make the unit capacity output more 
accurate.
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The unit can implement continuous stepless regulation to yield a wide 
capacity regulation range and realize output as needed in the real 
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New integrated three-surface heat exchanger

Efficient ODU refrigerant heat exchange path, saving energy more effectively

Heat exchanger play a vital role in any air conditioning system, it affects the efficiency of the air conditioner system. Through our years of 
experience in the HVAC industry, we are proud to present the integrated three-surface heat exchanger. As a social responsible company, we 
always put priority towards a greener future by building energy efficient unit.

Integrated three-surface heat exchanger
  The reasonable integrated three-surface heat 

exchanger structure can fully use the unit space 
and expand the heat exchange area to improve 
the heat exchange efficiency significantly.

  The reasonable and compact integrated three-
surface heat exchanger structure shows 
high strength and facilitates installation and 
overhauling. It is more safe and reliable 
because less solder joints are required.

  The copper tube adopts small diameter design 
to implement a higher refrigerant flow rate and 
more thorough heat exchange.

  The hydrophilic aluminum fin containing 
anticorrosive coating is adopted to prevent 
corrosion in the site with high temperature, high 
humidity and high salt content and improve the 
cooling/heating performance of unit.

The efficient 2-in-1 refrigerant convergence technology can convert the high temperature gaseous refrigerant into low temperature liquid refrigerant through 
rapid heat exchange and cooling.

The efficient heat exchange path greatly improves the system heat exchange efficiency and unit performance.

Traditional refrigerant circuit design Efficient refrigerant convergence circuit design

Integrated three-surface  
heat exchange structure

New hydrophilic aluminum fin

Enlarging the heat exchange area and 
improving the heat exchange efficiency

Corrosion resistant hydrophilic aluminum foil 
to eliminate condensate water effectively

Common bare pipe

The inner surface of common bare 
pipe is smooth, so the contact 
area with refrigerant is small and 
the heat exchange efficiency is 
relatively low.

High 
 temperature

High 
 temperature

Medium 
temperature

Low  
temperature

Gaseous 
refrigerant

Gaseous 
refrigerant

Gaseous 
refrigerant

Gaseous 
refrigerant

Gaseous 
refrigerant

Gaseous 
refrigerant

Liquid refrigerant Liquid refrigerant

Liquid refrigerant

Increasing the proportion 
of liquid refrigerant in 
t h e  h e a t  e x c h a n g e r 
and improving the heat 
exchange efficiency

Liquid refrigerant
Liquid refrigerantGas phase Gas phaseGas-liquid mixed phase Gas-liquid 

mixed phase

Liquid 
phase Liquid phase

Acson adopts the highly efficient 
inner-grooved copper tube with a 
large surface area and efficient heat 
exchange performance.

9.52 mm pipe diameter and common 
aluminum fin with a small opening 
area; lower heat exchange efficiency 
under the same heat exchange area

7.94 mm pipe diameter to yield a higher flow 
rate; louvered hydrophilic aluminum fin to 
realize more thorough heat exchange under 
the same heat exchange area and increase 
the heat exchange efficiency by 27%

9.52mm 7.94mm

VS

Inner-grooved 
copper tube

Common fin Efficient low pressure loss fin

Hydrophilic coating 
structure
Cobalt (Co) blue anticorrosive layer
Standard chromium anticorrosive layer

Aluminum substrate material
Hydrophilic coating
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Scroll compressor of high energy efficiency to ensure comfort degree and energy saving, 
with significant effect

Asymmetric scroll of high efficiency High rigidity shell

Anti-over-compression structure

Internal oil separation mechanism

Highly efficient brushless DC motor

Solid base

Differential pressure oil film lubrication technology

Big silencing cavity to reduce noises

Oil surface stability control mechanism

Sine wave DC inverter technology

The compressor is the core part of central air conditioner which closely related to the overall performance of air conditioner. Based on our years 
of experience in air conditioning industry, Acson explored and responded to market demands by carrying out numerous experiments to find the 
best compressor that fit into our system.

Acson DC Inverter Variable Refrigerant Central Air Conditioner adopts high pressure chamber compressor with high performance yet low in 
sound level. In comparison to conventional low pressure chamber scroll compressor, high chamber scroll compressor uses the asymmetric scroll 
design. Our compressor also possess intelligent oil control technology with most oil stay inside the compressor rather than being distributed 
throughout the system. 

The scroll compressor of high pressure chamber adopts the 
asymmetric scroll design to realize good stability and high efficiency.

Good sound insulation effect, sturdy and durable.

Efficiently preventing the power consumption 
increase problem arising from condensation 
pressure too high, saving more operation 
energy of the compressor and making the 
cooling system more stable and reliable.

Keeping the most compressor lubricating oil in 
the compressor through the patented design 
of oil mist separator and internal return oil pipe 
design.

Adopt the stator winding of high quality 
together with the neodymium magnet rotor 
to generate a powerful magnetic field and 
enhance the compressor torque.

The bearing part has special functions to 
support operation of the compressor at high 
frequency.

A stable oil film is generated between the fixed 
scroll and movable scroll contact surfaces to 
reduce the friction loss effectively.

The whole high pressure chamber is 
equivalent to a large sound attenuator, so 
the compressor noise is low.

Making sure that the oil amount is in the 
proper range to achieve oil balance of all 
the compressors.

Outputting 180° smooth sine wave to 
ensure stable operation of the compressor 
dr iver  and reduce the compressor 
vibration and noise effectively.
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High-efficiency & 
energy-saving

Creating a new era of 
energy conservation



Strengths of high pressure chamber 
compressor

Asymmetric scroll design Advanced 180° vector inverter control  
technology

Anti-over-compression technology

Permanent magnet rotor of neodymium 
rare earth

The anti-over-compression technology is used to automatically 
regulate the discharge pressure from reaching too high. Thus, 
efficiently solving the problem of power consumption increase caused 
by high discharge pressure, saving more operating energy of the 
compressor yet enhancing the system stability.

The motor rotor adopts the strong neodymium magnet to produce a 
powerful permanent magnetic field, greatly enhancing the compression 
torque and ensuring that the compressor operates efficiently. 

The brand-new DC inverter controller generates a smooth 180° 
sinusoidal waveform, enabling the stator coil of the compressor to form 
a steady rotating magnetic field constantly, always running stably from 
a low speed to a high speed, and effectively reducing the compressor 
vibration and noise.

The asymmetric scroll design implements dynamic continuous 
compression of refrigerant, efficiently reducing the leakage loss during 
compression and improving the operating efficiency and reliability of 
compressor.

Open valve
Pressure regulating valve

Strong neodymium 
magnet

Inhaled gas is 
compressed directly 
to avoid the defect of 
symmetrical line.

Effects:
1. Using the space effectively
2. Reducing the suction 
superheat loss

The suction channel is used for 
connection only. Defects: Space 
is occupied; it causes invalid 
suction and superheating.

Symmetrical tooth Non-symmetrical tooth

Movable  
scroll

Common output waveform Smooth sine wave drive

Fixed 
scroll

Ordinary magnet

Pressure unloading micro 
channel

Fixed scroll

Compression 
chamber

  The DC inverter compressor of high pressure chamber adopts 
the asymmetric scroll structure, and the inhaled gaseous 
refrigerant can be compressed directly to reduce the leakage loss 
in the compressor cavity and improve the compressor operating 
efficiency and reliability.

  The greater exhaust chamber design reduces the vibration 
caused by exhaust efficiently and achieve the more significant 
vibration and noise reduction effects.

  The large capacity scroll compressor employs the new driving 
mechanism to realize the optimal oil feeding effect of orbiting 
and fixed scroll rotating part and further improve the operating 
efficiency.
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Two-level deep supercooling technology

Efficient multiple-return oil control technology to ensure reliable and stable operation

Acson ECO Plus adopts the outdoor heat exchanger with optimized design to implement level-1 supercooling, and works with the new and 
efficient supercooling design of Brazed Plate Heat Exchanger (BPHE) to realize level-2 deep supercooling. After deep supercooling, the 
maximum supercooling degree can reach 25°C, improving the unit efficiency greatly.

Acson DC Inverter Variable Refrigerant Central Air Conditioner unit employs eight major oil return operation technologies (the patented 
compressor oil equalization technology, original oil circuit, differential pressure oil film lubrication guarantee technology, compressor oil return 
control technology, efficient oil separator, two-stage efficient oil separation technology, technology of removing oil equalizing pipe between 
modules, intelligent centralized-decentralized oil return technology) to improve energy saving performance and reliability of the whole system, 
make oil separation more thorough, reach the oil separation efficiency of 99% and ensure stable and reliable operation of the unit.

The unit adopts the intelligent oil equalization technology of 
compressor. When multiple compressors exist in the system, oil is 
equalized between the compressors to ensure that the oil amount of 
the system is in the proper range and achieve oil balance between 
compressors, thus ensuring highly efficient operation of the unit.

The high pressure cavity pressure difference is used to generate 
a stable oil film between the fixed scroll and movable scroll 
contact surfaces. Thus, reducing the friction effectively, lowering 
mechanical operation noise, increase stability and service life.

The compressor is designed using 
the original oil return circuit. The 
compressor oil discharge and return 
amount are calculated accurately 
based on the suction temperature 
and pressure and speed of the 
compressor. Next, the amount of 
oil return back to the compressor 
is ensured through closing/opening 
control of the solenoid valve. By 
doing so, the compressor gets the 
oil it need and the system become 
safer and more reliable.

(Invention patent No.: ZL201110311423.1)

Compressor suction route

Compressor exhaust route

Refrigerant oil flow route

Patented compressor oil equalization technology Differential pressure oil film lubrication guarantee technology

Original oil circuit

1 3

2

Level 2 
supercooling

Level 2 supercooling

Level 1 supercooling
O

D
U

Schematic diagram of two-level supercooling

The common copper tube in tube heat 
exchanger has a large volume, with 
greater heat loss of refrigerant heat 
exchange and lower heat exchange 
efficiency under the same area.

The stainless steel brazed plate heat 
exchanger has a small volume, and 
the internal heat exchange groove can 
strengthen the turbulent flow of heat 
exchange greatly and ensure small heat 
loss of heat exchange and higher heat 
exchange efficiency under the same 
area.

Acson two-level  
supercooling part

Conventional two-level 
supercooling part

Continuous oil  
film formed

Gear oil pump

Refrigerant  
flow direction

Increased cooling capacity

System pressure enthalpy diagram

Level 1 
supercooling
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The unit will have unique algorithm that monitor ODU output and 
compressor operating time to recover oil in the system and ensure 
it is balance across compressors. Thus, oil is balanced between 
different ODU module.

The oil separator adopts the 
efficient centrifugal rotating guide 
design. After entering the oil 
separator, the high pressure gas 
emitted from the compressor 
forms a high speed rotating air 
flow. Due to functions of the 
centrifugal force and gravity, 
the mixed gas of high pressure 
refrigerant and oil separates the 
relatively heavy lubricating oil from 
the refrigerant gas, and makes 
it flow to the oil separator device 
along the inner wall of cylinder. 
In this way, oil is separated 
efficiently.

Automatic balance of lubricating oil can be realized between 
multiple ODUs through the compressor, oil separator, gas-liquid 
separator and unique oil circuit control program, without requiring 
the oil equalizing pipe between ODUs. This avoids system pressure 
and temperature fluctuation caused when an oil equalizing pipe 
is equipped, reduces the Pipe installation work and leak points, 
simplifies construction, and improves the system operation stability.

The intelligent centralized-decentralized oil return technology of 
unique patent design realizes reasonable distribution of lubricating 
oil among the compressors. It collects oil in the gas-liquid separator, 
and then distributes it to the inside of each compressor as needed 
to implement oil level balance of the compressor and ensure the 
good operating status of the system.

The large-capacity high pressure chamber scroll compressor adopts 
the internal oil separation structure and keeps most compressor 
lubricating oil in the compressor through design of the internal oil 
mist separator and internal return oil pipe:
Level 1 oil separation is completed in the compressor cavity and 
only a small part of refrigerant oil is brought back to the oil separator 
by the refrigerant gas. After level 2 oil separation through the 
external oil separator, only a small amount of oil is brought out of the 
compressor, which can effectively prevent capacity decline caused 
by excess refrigerant oil in the cooling cycle and further improve 
the efficiency; oil separation effect is better, and a stable yet safer 
system operation is guaranteed.

Oil equalizing  
pipe

Refrigerant pipe

Air outlet pipe
Air inlet pipe

Connected to 
the oil return 
capillary tube 
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(Invention patent No.: ZL201110296030.8)

Patented compressor lubricating oil return control technology Efficient oil separator

Does not require oil balancing pipe

Smart oil distribution

Two-stage efficient oil separation technology
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One-way valve

Solenoid 
valve

One-way valve

Filter Capillary tube 

Gas liquid 
splitter
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Refrigerant 
gas (with 
little oil)
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Responding to the cooling needs instantly High control accuracy, more stable and 
comfortable

Creative dual temperature sensor design 
to realize more accurate control

Easier intelligent management

After the air conditioning unit is started, the compressor operates 
with large capacity according to the ambient temperature and the 
temperature set by the user to ensure that the indoor temperature 
reaches the set value in a short time to meet the cooling requirement 
of the user. 

Set temperature

Reaching the set temperature rapidly

Room temperature fluctuation of Acson DC inverter VRF system: ±0.5°C

Too hot

High 
temperature

Too cold

Low 
temperature

Prompt 
response

Set 
temperature

Start Operation time

So cool

Room temperature fluctuation of traditional air conditioning system: ±2°C

Indoor temperature
Set temperature

Sensing the room 
temperature

Built-in remote control 
receiving device Operation 

background lamp

Time

The unit provides complete temperature and pressure sensors to 
implement stepless capacity regulation continuously and stably 
according to the indoor load demand. The unique dynamic load 
forecast function and uninterrupted tracking technology cooperate 
with accurate regulation of the electronic expansion valve to realize 
rapid response and even air supply and the temperature control 
precision can reach ±0.5°C.

The unit provides dual room temperature sensors to set a 
temperature monitoring point at the return air inlet of the IDU and the 
wired controller respectively. Users can select a temperature sensor 
to judge the indoor ambient temperature.

 Touch-screen wired controller and menu type LCD display enable  
 the user to get familiar with and perform operations easily. The 
 wired controller has the temperature sensing function. The 
 temperature sensing probe set on the back can sense the actual 
 ambient temperature of the current room.
  When the air conditioner is operating, the display such as light 

green/red background operation lamp is available at the lower right 
part of the wired controller, and the wired controller location can be 
identified clearly during operation at night.

  The set temperature and actual indoor temperature can be queried 
at will to know the current room temperature clearly so that the 
user can learn more information.

  The standard wired controller is configured with a built-in remote 
control receiving device to implement remote control easily or set 
operation of the air conditioner during wire control.
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Intelligent filter cleaning reminder functionPrecision components for air conditioner

The key parts for air conditioner such as the electronic expansion 
valve and high/low pressure sensor are all products of international 
famous brands so that accurate system control is ensured.

Low/High pressure sensor

Acson air conditioner controller has the intelligent filter cleaning 
reminder function. The warning light on the controller can be turned 
on automatically to remind the user to clean the filter so that good 
indoor air quality can be ensured all the time and the user can enjoy 
fresh and comfortable life.

The high/low pressure sensor of high precision senses the system 
pressure accurately and monitors the high/low pressure of unit with a 
high measurement precision; it shows stable and reliable performance 
and long service life and guarantees stable performance of the 
system.
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Advanced air flow analysis technology

Acson has world-leading air flow analysis software, which can be used to perform multiple times of simulation analysis for IDU and ODU parts 
that may produce noises and ensure the best quiet effect of unit.
The minimum operating sound of Acson IDU is only 25dB(A), so a comfortable space can be created for you.

Bedroom Library Office Street

The minimum noise of IDU A5VCC025V is 25dB(A) only. The noise is lower during operation.



Silent mode

Refrigerant tube connection to avoid air duct noises

Acson Eco Plus has built in snooze mode for lower operating sound pressure level (noises).

Loud vibration noises 
of the air duct, 

affecting normal work

The innovative Snooze Mode can start when the user sleeps at night and exit automatically after lasting for 9 hours. Under this mode, the 
unit operation noise is reduced greatly in comparison to that during normal operation according to different ambient temperatures and can be 
reduced to 10 dB, providing a more quiet night rest environment to the user. When the required load is not large during daytime operation, the 
all-day Full Snooze Mode can be set so that the unit operates in the energy saving and silent status and meets the user's higher requirement.

The inverter VRF unit is connected to the IDU and ODU through the refrigerant pipeline to avoid noises arising from vibration of the air duct.

Start of the 
night mode

Night mode End of the
night mode

Capacity

Load

Operating sound
Can be reduced to

10dB(A)

 Snooze Mode and Full Snooze Mode

The noise-free refrigerant 
pipe does not affect the 

work mood
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Twelve major silent technologies to implement super silent effect

ROHS Compliance

New scroll streamline fan 
blade

DC inverter fan motor

Special damping gasket for compressor

Multiple soundproof covers for each compressor package

Refrigerant name

Stimulation of the skin and eyes,  
pulmonary edema, movement disorder, etc. Limb paralysis, anemia, faint, headache, pain attack, etc.

Specific 
hazardous 
substances 
in the RoHS 
instruction

Disturbance of thyroid hormone, malformation, etc. Harm to skin, bronchitis, renal dysfunction, liver cancer, etc.

Disturbance of thyroid hormone, dioxin-like toxicity, etc. Stimulation of the eyes, weakness, emphysema,  
renal dysfunction, faint, pain disease, etc.

Notes:  1. The Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) in the above table means using R11 as the relative value of 1.

 2. "Volume cooling capacity" in the table means using R22 as the relative value of 1.

R410A R22

ODP

Using the R410A environmentally friendly refrigerant

ROHS Compliance

R410A refrigerant shows the strengths such as steadiness, non-toxicity and excellent performance. As it does not contain chlorine, it does 
not cause any damage to the ozone layer and has excellent cooling/heating performance. It is internationally recognized and harmless to the 
environment and human body.

Acson ECO Plus series did not use hazardous materials such as lead, mercury, cadmium hexavalent chromium, poly brominated diphenvl ethers, 
and polybrominated bipenyl. Both performance and environmental responsibilities has always been one of our priorities.

0 0.05

Volume cooling capacity 141% 100%

Large-capacity efficient DC inverter compressor

Air outlet grille with low noises

Silent guide ring design

CFD air flow analysis simulation

Night silent mode

All-day silent mode

Three-dimensional pipeline 
optimized simulation design to 
avoid pipeline resonance and 
reduce noises of refrigerant flow

Reduce noises of refrigerant flow

 The environment-friendly refrigerant with ODP=0 is used and does not damage the ozone layer.
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Wide operating temperature range

Intelligent triple backup running to ensure safe operation

Alternate operation function of ODUs

The AVR adopts the advanced DC inverter technology and has undergone strict matching and test. During the high temperature weather of 
50°C, the unit can perform strong cooling to ensure comfortable life for the user.

Multiple compressors for the ODU can operate alternatively. When 
any compressor fails, the other compressors can still operate 
normally so that the use effect of the whole system is not affected 
greatly and the user's air conditioning demand is satisfied.

For the ODU combination of multiple modules, when a module fails, 
other ODUs can operate normally.

Failure of any fan motor in the dual-fan ODU does not affect normal 
use of other fan motors. Meanwhile, the unit will not stop because of 
damage of one fan motor, but can still operate normally.

The unit adopts the high/low pressure sensor, high voltage switch 
and built-in current monitor to monitor the system voltage and 
current in real time, thus controlling operation of the air conditioning 
system in all dimensions more accurately and realizing more stable 
operation.

Compressor/fan overload protection

High/low pressure protection

Inverter failure protection

Over-high/low ambient  
temperature protection 

Over-high temperature  
protection of air exhaust/return

Refrigerant leakage  
protection

Priority 2

Priority 2

Priority 2
Priority 3

Priority 3

Priority 3

Rotation

Rotation

Rotation

Priority 1

Priority 1

Priority 1

Power protection

The ODU rotation operation technology is used to balance the 
operation time of each ODU, improve the system safety and 
reliability, and prolong the unit service life.

C
oo

lin
g 

Outdoor temperature (°C)
Operating range

 Compressor backup operation function

Inter-module backup operation function

 Fan backup operation function

System multi-protection function
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Reliable and stable Safe and reliable 
operation



Dual power failure protection function

High order harmonic suppression technology

IDU and ODU failure prompting function

Intelligent refrigerant storage technology

Anti-lightning design

Anti-
lightning 
design

Automatic judgment of refrigerant filling  
quantity

Alternate operation function of ODUs

The system is provided with the function of resisting power failure of the IDU. The system can still operate for a short period of time in case of 
unexpected power failure of one or several IDUs.

In case of unexpected power failure of the air conditioning system, the system automatically records the operating mode prior to the power failure. 
After the power supply is resumed, the system automatically restores to the operating state prior to the power failure without requesting resetting. 
Intelligent control is implemented to facilitate use.

Acson DC Inverter Variable Refrigerant Central Air Conditioner unit 
adopts the high order harmonic suppression technology to suppress 
the high order harmonic during operation of the inverter efficiently 
and minimize the interference with electrical equipment.

The ODU is configured with the 4-digit (seven segment) LED to 
display the failure code, and the IDU controller can display failures. 
When the system fails, the service personnel can diagnose the 
failure accurately according to the failure code displayed on the IDU/
ODU and reduce down time.

The high/low pressure sensor is used to control the compression 
and discharge of refrigerant, and the refrigerant pipeline storage 
technology is used to store the excess refrigerant in the pipeline 
system.
The gas-liquid separator offers a storage space for the excess 
refrigerant during defrosting or oil return of the system to prevent 
refrigerant accumulation in the compressor and improve the system 
operation safety and reliability.

It can reduce the damage caused by lightning strike and other 
interferences and ensure safe and reliable operation of the unit.

The system is provided with a high precision sensor that can judge 
the refrigerant filling quantity automatically and sense the system 
operating status all the time.

Continuous operation of other IDUs in case of 
unexpected power failure of an IDU

Acson design

Memory storage 
for emergency 
power failure

Automatic restart 
after power supply 

connection

Immediate shutdown of other IDUs in case of 
unexpected power failure of an IDU

Conventional design

 Continuous operation of the system in case of unexpected power failure of an IDU

 Automatic startup when the power supply is resumed (on-site setting is required)
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Smart room card function

Refrigerant recovery

Automatic addressing No-polarity communication function

Built-in ModBus communication gateway

The IDU control panel is set with an intelligent module interface and can implement joint control of the room card and air conditioner easily, and 
the room card is used to turn on/off the air conditioner. The power failure memory function is also available. After the power supply is resumed, 
the system automatically restores to the setting state prior to the power failure and copes with unexpected power failure calmly, making 
management more convenient. Three modes are available.

When the user enters the room, the air conditioner with the inserted 
card is in the standby status. The user can use the controller to start 
the air conditioner; the user unplugs the card when leaving the room 
and the air conditioning unit is powered off automatically, which 
avoids unwanted electricity waste when the user forgets to power off 
the unit before leaving.

The smart room card interface can also implement multiple power-
on/off functions, e.g., the external module can be used to power 
on/off the air conditioner through modes such as sound control or 
infrared sensing.

When the IDU, ODU or connection pipeline needs to be maintained, 
refrigerant is recovered through operation of the unit to reduce the 
waste of refrigerant and lower the user's maintenance cost.

The standard configuration of ODU provides the RS485 building 
communication interface and built-in ModBus communication 
gateway. The building system can be directly accessed without 
requesting buying a gateway converter.

Communication of the IDU and 
ODU adopts no-polarity design, 
which ensures simple connection 
and more convenient installation.

With the automatic addressing function, the ODU can 
number IDUs intelligently to facilitate debugging and 
operating and avoid the communication failure cased 
by a DIP error.

Refrigerant recovery of IDU Refrigerant recovery of ODU

ODU 
failure

Building Management System 
(BMS)

End A

End B

In case 
of IDU 
failure

Insert the card to enter 
the standby status

Insert the card to 
power on

Unplug the card to 
power off

Unplug the card to 
power off

When entering the room, the user inserts the card to directly power 
on the air conditioning unit for operation. When leaving, the user 
unplugs the room card, and then the air conditioning unit powers off 
automatically.

 Mode 1

 Mode 3

 Mode 2
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Layered installation to cope with the high rise Commercial Building Disclosure
building flexibly

Applicable to various application occasions

The unit provides the 0/30/50/85 Pa static pressure for selection, 
and the maximum external static pressure is 85 Pa. Under the same 
installation conditions, it can satisfy wider duct design freedom and 
flexibly cope with layered and centralized placement at the same 
time to ensure good heat dissipation effect and make the unit operate 
more stably.

AVR ECO Plus
Space occupation 

reduced by

19%

The largest single 24HP unit of modular combination in the field is 
provided. For the same capacity, the product saves more installation 
space than parallel modular units of other brands.

The AVR selection software can select and check unit models 
according to the customer's actual requirements, count the IDU 
models and quantity of used refnet and copper pipes, and make the 
complicated design and model selection more easy, convenient and 
quick.

With wide range of IDUs for selection, a low sound pressure can be 
achieve. Making Acson Ecoplus a good choice for commercial uses 
such as high end residential.

Public library and halls normally has higher requirements for temperature and 
humidity. Acson air conditioning can regulate the temperature and humidity 
accurately and adapt to ambient temperature changes more rapidly.

For ducted application, we have ranges of IDUs with different external 
static pressure up for selection. Making applications that required covering 
a large area an ease and comfortable environment can be achieve.

The temperature is controlled accurately in the wide office area, and 
the comfort of air conditioning can be felt everywhere.

 External maximum static pressure 85 Pa

 High end residential

 Public library and halls

 Meeting room

 Office

  A single unit can reach 24 HP at most, saving the installation 
space greatly

Acson brand (24 HP model) Other brands (24 HP model)

Installation spacing 600 mm

Covered area: 1.75 m2 Covered area: 2.17 m2

  Intelligent selection software for fast and reasonable system design
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Ultra-thin Ceiling Concealed IDU A5VCC-V

Model: A5VCC022V~A5VCC071V
Nominal cooling capacity: 2200W~7100W
 7,500 BTU/h ~ 24,200 BTU/h

With a thickness of 199 mm only, the unit can flexibly apply to the 
narrow and small installation environment, thus creating more 
comfortable spaces.

 Ultra-thin concealed design

The standard unit adopts the back air return mode, which can be 
converted to bottom air return by moving a movable plate on the 
installation site. The back air return mode is superior to the bottom air 
return mode in noises.

 Flexible air return mode

The unit provides the built-in electronic expansion valve and the 
condensate water lifting pump with the lift being 700 mm to save 
more ceiling height and enable smoother drainage.

 Integrated design

Note: The 1200 mm condensate water pump is optional.

Note: The noise of bottom air return is about 5 dB(A) higher than that of the back air return mode.

Back air return
Movable plate

Bottom air 
return
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Compact Ceiling Concealed IDU A5VCC-V
Model: A5VCC080V~A5VCC160V
Nominal cooling capacity: 8,000W~16,000 W
 27,300BTU/h~54,600BTU/h

The IDU adopts the centrifugal double-suction fan featuring 
high-efficiency wide-impeller and forward-curved multi-blade 
to implement low speed, large air volume and low noise.

 Silence and low noise

The IDU is configured with multiple external static pressures 
such as 15/30/50Pa based on cooling capacity to flexibly set air 
ducts at different air supply distances. Static pressures can be 
converted by changing motor wire connection to easily meet air 
supply requirements in different situations.

 Onsite regulation for multiple static pressures

The unit can be configured with the condensate water 
lifting pump with a high lift to facilitate field installation 
and effectively drain off the condensate water from the air 
conditioning system.

  High-lift condensate water lifting  
pump as option
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Model: A5VCK028V~A5VCK140VP
Nominal cooling capacity: 2800W~14000W
 9,600 BTU/h ~ 47,800 BTU/h

This IDU adopts the milky white panel and streamlined design to 
guarantee that the ceiling around the unit is clean.

 Milky white panel and streamlined design

The standard configuration of 
the unit provides the long acting 
dust filter screen. Meanwhile, 
the fresh activated-carbon filter 
assembly is optional to filter dust 
particles from the air efficiently 
and remove the peculiar smell 
and odor. The filter screen 
can be removed and cleaned 
conveniently to keep the indoor 
air clean.

 Fresh air design

The unit is configured with a reserved fresh air inlet hole to introduce 
outdoor fresh air to the room and ensure a natural environment for 
the user.

 Introduction of fresh air

The brand-new surrounding 
air supply design can greatly 
e x p a n d  t h e  a i r  s u p p l y 
range and supply soft air 
everywhere in the room.

 Wider air supply range for more even temperature distribution

The standard unit is configured 
with the condensate water 
lifting pump with the head 
being 700 mm to facilitate 
setting of drain pipes greatly.
Note: The 1200 mm condensate water 
pump is optional.

 Smooth drainage

Air outlet size of the  
original model

Air outlet size of the  
optimized model

Ceiling Cassette IDU A5VCK-V
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Model: A5VWM022W~A5VWM071W
Nominal cooling capacity: 2200W~7100W
 7,500 BTU/h ~ 24,200 BTU/h

The ultra-thin unit is only 205 mm in thickness. The beautiful 
appearance of the unit improves the indoor decorative style.

 Ultra-thin body design

Guide blades can automatically swing up and down to achieve the 
good air supply status. The peak air supply mode can also be set by 
remote control to supply comfortable air everywhere in the room.

 Swing design

The low-noise motor enables the unit to run stably. The silent tubular 
fans give you a silent environment.

 Super silent design

The unit can be easily installed with built-in electronic expansion 
valves. The connection direction of refrigerant pipes can be flexibly 
selected as actually required.

 Simple and flexible installation

The unit is configured with the long acting filter screen to maintain 
the good air quality indoors; all the maintenance operations can be 
performed in the front, and the horizontal baffle can be removed and 
cleaned easily.

 Long acting filter screen of standard configuration

Swing up and down

Right pipe

Left pipe

Left bottom pipe

Left rear pipe

Right rear pipe

Wall Mounted IDU A5VWM-W

Right bottom pipe
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High Static Ducted Blower IDU A5VDB-V

Model: A5VDB125V~A5VDB280V
Nominal cooling capacity: 12500W~28000W
 42,700 BTU/h ~ 95,500 BTU/h

The air outlet flange is close to the bottom of the unit, which facilitates 
pipeline connection and decreases the requirement for room height.

 Particular design

The IDU and air duct are installed inside the ceiling like the large-
scale central air conditioning system. After installation, the air outlets 
are well integrated with the indoor decoration.

 Elegant decoration

With the ultra-thin body design, the unit can be mounted on the 
ceiling to save the construction space and cost.

 Ultra-thin design

With the standard high static pressure of air supply, air ducts 
can be made more flexibly to match various air outlets and meet 
requirements in different types of rooms.

 Free placement of air ducts

The unit supplies cold to each area through air ducts. The air outlet 
can flexibly adopt side air supply or bottom air supply according to 
actual situations to supply even and comfortable air flow.

 Comfortable air supply

L-shaped room U-shaped room Narrow and long room

Side air supply

Bottom air supply
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Ceiling Mounted IDU A5VCM-V

Model: A5VCM056V~A5VCM125V
Nominal cooling capacity: 5600W~12500W
 19,100 BTU/h ~ 42,700 BTU/h

The latest design of ultra-thin and beautiful appearance can match 
various decoration styles, making your decoration more elegant.

 Beautiful appearance

Guide blades can automatically swing up and down to achieve good 
air supply status. You can also manually select an air supply direction.

 Manual/Automatic control of air supply direction

The unit supplies air with a wide air supply angle horizontally or from 
the bottom, making temperature/air distribution more even.

 Creative dual air outlet design

The delicate remote controller can accurately implement mode setting 
and fan speed regulation.

 Easy maintenance/control

The filter screen can be cleaned easily and conveniently to keep the 
indoor air clean.

 Anti-mildew and washable filter screen

The unit can be mounted on the ceiling or on the floor, without the 
need of special decoration. It applies to project reconstruction or the 
room without a suspended ceiling.

 Ceiling/Floor mounting

Clean filter screen
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Along with rapid economic development, people's requirements for the life quality also increase day by day. In addition to the indoor cooling 
demands, they strongly appeal for good indoor air quality. However, since the building concentration is becoming denser, the problems like the 
indoor air quality have become increasingly prominent. Therefore, people hope to improve the indoor air quality constantly by introducing fresh 
air and ensure fresh air indoors.

Acson A5VDBX-V all fresh air handling unit can introduce 100% outdoor fresh air. It can improve the indoor air quality efficiently and bring fresh 
and natural enjoyment to your life. The maximum air flow of Acson all fresh air handling unit reaches 6000 m3/h and the maximum external static 
pressure reaches 300 Pa, so it can deal with more large space sites easily.

Shopping mall Large exhibition hall

Large meeting room

Fresh air system solution 1: Fresh Air Ducted Blower

The A5VDBX-V all fresh air handling unit adopt the new design 
to satisfy the indoor fresh air demand. With the air flow in the 
range of 1100 to 6000 m3/h, static pressure in the range of 150 
to 300 Pa and the cooling capacity in the range of 14 to 58 kW, 
it can deal with various occasions ideally, meet different fresh air 
flow requirements, and make you enjoy outdoor fresh air without 
leaving the room.

 Meeting the indoor fresh air requirement

The standard type is in the operating range of -5℃ to 46℃ , and the 
unit also has the automatic control function. Under the condition of 
ensuring the indoor fresh air demand and stable air supply humidity, 
the operating mode is switched automatically according to the 
outdoor ambient temperature.

 Energy saving operation and wide applicable environments

The fresh air system can implement the 150 m long connecting pipe 
and 50 m high drop design to facilitate the IDU and ODU design and 
installation.

  The super-long connecting pipe design applies to various  
installation conditions
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Interlock control
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Interlock

Fresh air unit

IDU and fresh air unit interlocked and started automatically

Refrigerant pipe

Fresh air unit

Fresh air unit

Fresh air duct

Fresh air indoor unit of small air flow - 1100 to 2100 m3/h

Fresh air handling unit of small air flow - 1100 to 2100 m3/h
The fresh air unit can implement interlock control with the IDU and 
realize tacit coordination between systems. When the air conditioning 
system starts, the fresh air unit is interlocked and started automatically.

 Interlock control/control by area to make operation more intelligent

Fresh air units implement automatic control by area. They 
are connected to the system in a mixed way and can be 
distributed on different floors to introduce outdoor fresh air 
by floor. When the IDU of one floor starts, the fresh air unit 
on the corresponding floor will be interlocked and started 
automatically, making interlock control easier.

Besides, the fresh air unit can implement multiple control modes such 
as centralized control and building automation.

≤ 64 sets

VRF system Fresh air system

C
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l
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Multiple fresh air units of small air flow can be connected to the same 
ODU at the same time to meet the fresh air handling demand of 
multiple areas.

 McQuay fresh air unit of small air flow

One-to-many connection diagram

Use conditions
Conditions: One inverter VRF ODU can connect to multiple inverter fresh  
 air units, where the total capacity of inverter fresh air units must  
 be 50% to 100% of the total ODU capacity.



Fresh air unit parameters

Air handling unit of large air flow-With the maximum air flow of 6000 m3/h

Model Unit A5VDBX335V A5VDBX450V A5VDBX560V A5VDBX580V

Nominal cooling capacity
W 33500 45000 56000 58000

BTU/h 114300 153500 191100 197900

Input power W 1030 1060 1150 820 1150 1200 1500 1500 1800

IDU air flow m3/h 3000 4000 4000 5000 5000 6000 6000

External static pressure Pa 150 200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300

Noise dB(A) 55 55 58 58 59 59 59

Air pipe size mm Ф22.23 Ф28.6 Φ28.6 Φ28.6

Liquid pipe size mm Φ12.7 Ф12.7 Φ15.88 Φ15.88

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ25.4

Dimensions (W × D × H) mm 1380 x 1090 x 460 1580 x 1020 x 520 1580 x 1020 x 520 1580 x 1020 x 520

Unit weight kg 120 150 150 150

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz 380-415V/3/50Hz

ODU model A5VR120DR A5VR160DR A5VR180DR A5VR200DR

Notes: 
1. The cooling capacity is tested based on the condition where the outdoor dry/wet bulb temperature is 33℃ /28℃ (68%RH);
2. The default set cooling temperature (air outlet temperature of the fresh air unit) for the system before delivery is 24℃ ;
3.  The above fresh air units of large air flow can be used for one-to-one connection only, but do not apply to the one-to-many and mixed connection systems. 
 The operating range of one-to-one connection is -5℃ to 46℃ .

Model Unit A5VDBX140V A5VDBX224V A5VDBX280V

One-to-one ODU A5VR050DRM A5VR080DRM A5VR100DRM

Nominal cooling capacity
W 14000 22400 28000

BTU/h 47800 76400 95500

Input power W 230 270 380 450 680 700 720

IDU air flow m3/h 1100 1100 1680 1680 2100 2100 2100

External static pressure Pa 150 200 150 220 150 220 300

Noise dB(A) 44 46 47 48 51 51 51

Air pipe size mm Φ15.88 Φ22.23 Φ22.23

Liquid pipe size mm Φ9.52 Φ9.52 Φ12.7

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ25.4

External dimension
(W x D x H)

mm 1040 x 1130 x 460 1380 x 1090 x 510 1380 x 1090 x 460

Unit weight kg 62 100 104

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz

Notes: 
1. The cooling capacity is tested based on the condition where the outdoor dry/wet bulb temperature is 33℃ /28℃ (68%RH);
2. The default set cooling temperature (air outlet temperature of the fresh air unit) for the system before delivery is 24℃ ;
3.  The above fresh air units of large air flow can be used for one-to-one connection only, but do not apply to the one-to-many and mixed connection systems. 
 The operating range of one-to-one connection is -5℃ to 46℃ .
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Independent controller

Centralized controller AC-HMI323A

● Temperature settings

● Mode settings

● Sleep mode

● Failure code display

● Single control or group control 

 (power-on/off, mode settings, parameter settings)

● Indoor temperature query

● IDU locking

● Grouping

● Temperature unit settings

● Upper and lower room

 temperature limit query

● Filter cleaning reminder

● Timed power-on/off

● Circulating display

● Real-time clock

● Sleep mode

● Weekly timed operation

● Keyboard locking and unlocking

● Fan speed settings

● IDU address display

● Indoor temperature display

● Real-time clock settings

● Setting automatic startup after  

 power restoration

● Weekly timed operation

● Timed power-on/off

● Filter cleaning reminder

● Control function of auxiliary heater

● °C/°F temperature settings

Water blue

M-Touch touch-screen wired controller MC321

GS01 remote 
controller 

Notes: 
1. Remote controllers do not provide some of the above functions.
2. The GS01 remote controller can implement direct remote control of the wired controller.

Acson provides the industry-leading intelligent air conditioning control technology to intelligently manage units in the form of single-unit control, 
centralized control or building control. Various intelligent control solutions can provide users with personalized services to meet use requirements.

Acson provides a big variety of independent controllers, including fashionable touch-screen wired controllers and practical and nice-looking wire-
less remote controllers. All of them can help you easily control the air conditioning unit and bring you more convenient and comfortable life with 
easy operations. 
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Intelligent control
solution

Centralized wired 
controlled

Touch-screen
wired controller

Touch-screen
wired controller

Touch-screen
wired controller

Touch-screen
wired controller

Control over a maximum of 64 IDUs

The centralized wired controller collects advantages of the convenient independent controller and the group-controlled centralized control system 
to perform centralized control on a single or multiple units. With rich functions and flexible applications, the centralized wired controller can widely 
apply to small- and medium-sized offices and business spaces.



Intelligent monitoring system AC-CCS101A

Acson intelligent monitoring system can perform intelligent monitoring on multiple units with powerful functions. Featuring attractive monitoring 
interface and convenient control, the system can help proprietors to easily improve management efficiency. It is the first choice for large-sized 
and high-end offices and business places.

●  The system can perform centralized monitoring on multiple IDUs and ODUs from a remote end. A computer can be connected with a centralized 
control converter to perform network control on up to 192 ODUs and 3072 IDUs.

●  Sets the IDU mode and wind speed, auxiliary settings, temperature and power on/off 
(multiple units or machines in multiple units can be selected to perform operations at the 
same time)

●  IDU and ODU group settings; group settings can be customized
●  Centralized power-on/off (group control and control of a single IDU can be implemented)
●  Local wired controller can be locked
●  Week or date settings
●  Monitoring data can be connected to the building system directly so that the unit status 

can be checked
●  The historical operating status and operating parameters of multiple IDUs or ODUs and 

the unit operating data in the historical time segment can be queried, and the operating 
record report can be exported

Centralized  
control  

converter 
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ODU IDU IDU IDU

USB  
password key

Computer
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Building automation system 

Number of ODUs ≤32 sets

Acson provides flexible building system control solutions:
●  The unit can be directly connected to the ModBus-based building automation system through the standard ModBus communication interface 

configured for the unit, implementing intelligent monitoring without accessing the conversion equipment.

●  The unit can be connected to the BACnet based building automation system through the BACnet gateway. A maximum of 24 ODUs can be 
connected to a BACnet gateway and up to 1536 IDUs can be connected at one time.

Building automation

Building automation

Shielded twisted pair

Ethernet cable

Switch

BACnet gateway

A maximum of 8 ODUs can be connected to each RS485 interface

A maximum of 8 ODUs can be connected to each RS485 interface

A maximum of 8 ODUs can be connected to each RS485 interface

BACnet gateway

BACnet gateway

The number of gateways connected is determined 
by the actual building automation system

ODU
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System connection

Power distribution parameters

Multiple features need to be considered for unit design and application. The content below briefs the unit capacity ratio, long pipe, power 
distribution and installation to meet the general design and application requirements.

IDU/ODU capacity ratio coefficient: 50% to 130%

Unit model A5VR080DR A5VR100DR A5VR120DR A5VR140DR A5VR160DR A5VR180DR A5VR200DR A5VR220DR A5VR240DR A5VR260DR A5VR280DR A5VR300DR

Max number of IDUs 
connected 13 16 16 20 20 24 24 28 28 32 32 36

Unit model A5VR320DR A5VR340DR A5VR360DR A5VR380DR A5VR400DR A5VR420DR A5VR440DR A5VR460DR A5VR480DR A5VR500DR A5VR520DR A5VR540DR

Max number of IDUs 
connected 36 40 40 44 44 48 48 52 52 54 54 56

■ Long pipe design

The total pipe length for the IDUs and ODUs ≤ 1000 m

Maximum equivalent piping length of IDUs and ODUs ≤ 200 m

Maximum drop between IDUs and ODUs ≤ 50 m

Maximum drop between IDUs ≤ 15 m

Equivalent pipe length from the first branch pipe to the farthest pipe ≤ 90 ※ m

Note: " ※ " indicates correspondence. Please consult the technician.

Power cord specifications of ODU

Unit model A5VR080DR A5VR100DR A5VR120DR A5VR140DR A5VR160DR A5VR180DR A5VR200DR A5VR220DR A5VR240DR A5VR260DR A5VR280DR A5VR300DR

Power supply 380-415V/3/50Hz

Max operating current (A) 25.5 25.5 27.8 29.5 30.5 38 41.8 41.9 42.7 27.8+29.5 27.8+30.5 30.5+29.5

Number of power cords 5

Unit model A5VR320DR A5VR340DR A5VR360DR A5VR380DR A5VR380DR A5VR4000R A5VR40DDR A5VR420DR A5VR440DR A5VR460DR A5VR480DR A5VR500DR MDS520DR5 A5VR540DR

Power supply 380-415V/3/50Hz

Max operating current (A) 30.5+30.5 30.5+38.0 38.0+38.0 30.5+41.9 27.8-2+29.5 30.5+42.7 27.8*2+30.5 30.5+27.8+29.5 30.5+29.5+29.5 30.5+29.5+30.5 30.5+30.5+30.5 30.5+30.5+38.0 30.5+38.0+38.0 38.0+38.0+38.0

Number of power cords 5

Note: " ※ " indicates the three-module combination.
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Total pipe length of IDUs and ODUs: 1000 m; maximum drop 
between IDUs and ODUs: 50 m
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Pipe selection

ODU combination mode

The first branch pipe Other branch pipes

Unit pipe diameter: Φmm

ODU Model A5VR080DR A5VR100-120DR A5VR140-180DR A5VR200-240DR A5VR260-360DR A5VR380-540DR

Between the ODU and the first branch connector

Liquid pipe Φ9.52 Φ12.7 Φ15.88 Φ19.05

Air pipe Φ 22.23 Φ 28.6 Φ34.9 Φ41.3

Between the connector and branch connector

Liquid pipe

C < 85.3MBH Φ9.52

85.3MBH ≤ C < 174MBH Φ12.7

174MBH ≤ C < 249.1MBH Φ15.88

249.1MBH Φ 19.05

Gas pipe

C < 54.6MBH Φ15.88

54.6MBH ≤ C < 81.9MBH Φ 19.05

81.9MBH ≤ C <  116MBH Φ22.23

116MBH ≤ C < 249.1MBH Φ28.6

249.1MBH ≤ C < 348MBH Φ34.9

C ≥ 348MBH Φ41.3

Between the branch connector and the IDU

Liquid pipe
C ≤ 19.1MBH Φ6.35

21.5MBH ≤ C 47.8MBH Φ9.52

Gas pipe

C ≤ 9.6MBH Φ 9.52

10.9MBH ≤ C ≤ 19.1MBH Φ 12.7

21.5MBH ≤ C ≤ 47.8MBH Φ 15.88

 

Horse Power Model
Combined modules

A5VR120DR A5VR140DR A5VR160DR A5VR180DR A5VR220DR A5VR240DR
26HP A5VR260DR ● ●
28HP A5VR280DR ● ●
30HP A5VR300DR ● ●
32HP A5VR320DR ●●
34HP A5VR340DR ● ●
36HP A5VR360DR ●●

38HP
A5VR380DR2 ● ●
A5VR380DR3 ●● ●

40HP
A5VR400DR2 ● ●
A5VR400DR3 ●● ●

42HP A5VR420DR ● ● ●
44HP A5VR440DR ●● ●
46HP A5VR460DR ● ●●
48HP A5VR480DR ●●●
50HP A5VR500DR ●● ●
52HP A5VR520DR ● ●●
54HP A5VR540DR ●●●

Notes: 
1. For the parallel modules, just order the corresponding combined single modules and assemble them on the field;
2. For field installation of the parallel combined modules, order the related accessories package so that field connection and installation can be completed easily.
*1 MBH = 1,000 BTU/h
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Space requirements for IDU installation

Product series

Space requirements for ODU installation

Note: Space between the ceiling and machine ≥200 mm
Note: The left and right obstacle  
heights are not restricted.

Note: The left and right obstacle 
heights are not restricted.

Note: For more installation methods, refer to the Installation Manual of Commercial Inverter VRF Unit.

Installation method 1

Installation method 2Ceiling-embedded IDU

Concealed ceiling-mounted IDU

≥400 mm (bottom air return)

Model Capacity range 
(HP) 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

ODU AVR ECO Plus ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Model Capacity range (kW) 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.6 4 4.5 5 5.6 6.3 7.1 8 9 10 11.2 12.5 14 16 22.4 28

IDU

Ceiling concealed  
(ultra-thin) A5VCC-V ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Ceiling concealed 
(compact) A5VCC-V ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Four-direction air  
outlet ceiling

cassette A5VCK-V
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

High static
ducted blower

A5VDB-V
● ● ● ●

Ceiling mounted 
A5VCM-V ● ● ● ●

Wall mounted
A5VWM-W ● ● ● ● ● ●

All fresh
air handling unit 

A5VDBX-V
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14~58kW (fresh air flow: 1100~6000m3/h)
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ensure more flexible installation



Table of AVR ODU parameters

Unit model A5VR080DR A5VR100DR A5VR120DR A5VR140DR A5VR160DR A5VR180DR A5VR200DR A5VR220DR A5VR240DR

Nominal cooling 
capacity

kW 24.5 28.0 33.6 40.0 45.0 50.4 56.0 61.6 68.0

BTU/h 83600 95500 114600 136500 153500 172000 191100 210200 232000

Nominal Input Power kW 6.00 7.36 8.84 10.52 12.50 14.70 15.20 16.62 20.00

Nominal cooling current A 12.2 14.3 15.4 18.3 21.8 26.4 27.5 30.4 35.2

Noise dB(A) 58 59 60 60 61 61 62 62 62

Air flow rate m3/h 13000 14500 14500 14500 14500 14500 24800 24800 24800

Net weight kg 181 182 213 290 314 320 448 473 480

Pipe connection mode Air pipe: welding connection; liquid pipe: flare opening connection

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ 9.52(3/8.) Φ12.7(1/2’) Φ15.88(5/8’)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ 22.23(7/8’) Φ28.6(1-1/8")

Dimensions (W X D X H) mm 990 x 840 x 1515 990 x 840x1780 1350 x 840 x 1780 1990x840x1780

Operating temperature 
range

Cooling: -5 - 50℃ ; heating: -20 - 29℃

Refrigerant R410A

Power supply 380-415V/3/50Hz

Notes:
1.  The above cooling capacities are tested when the indoor dry/wet bulb temperature is 27°C/19°C, the outdoor dry/wet bulb temperature is 35°C/24°C, connected pipe length is 5 m, 

and the drop is 0; 
2.  The above noises values are tested under the working condition of comprehensive refrigeration capacity when the front operating sound of unit is tested by using 1/2 of the unit 

height plus 1 m; in the actual operation, the sound value is a little higher than the standard value due to influence by the external environment;
3.  The above parameters are tested according to requirements of GB/T 18837-2002. Parameters may be changed due to product improvement. The parameters indicated on the unit 

nameplate should prevail;
4. The external dimensions are the cabinet dimensions, the depth size excludes the foot size, and the unit height includes the foot size;
5. In the case of multi-module combination, order the related accessories package to make field installation convenient.
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Table of AVR ODU parameters

Unit model A5VR260DR2 A5VR280DR2 A5VR300DR2 A5VR320DR2 A5VR340DR2 A5VR360DR2
A5VR380DR

A5VR380DR2 A5VR380DR3

Combination code A5VR120DR + 
A5VR140DR

A5VR120DR + 
A5VR160DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR140DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR160DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR180DR

A5VR180DR + 
A5VR180DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR220DR

A5VR120DR X2 + 
A5VR140DR

Nominal cooling 
capacity

kW 73.6 78.6 85.0 90.0 95.4 100.8 106.6 107.2

BTU/h 251100 268200 290000 307100 325500 343900 363700 365,800 

Nominal Input Power kW 19.36 21.34 23.02 25.00 27.20 29.40 29.12 28.20

Nominal cooling 
current A 33.7 37.2 40.1 43.6 48.2 52.8 52.2 49.1

Noise dB(A) 64 64 64 64 65 65 65 65

Air flow rate m3/h 14500+14500 14500+24800 14500x3

Weight kg 503 527 604 628 634 640 787 716

Pipe connection 
mode Air pipe: welding connection; liquid pipe: flare opening connection

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ19.05(3/4”)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ 34.9(1-3/8”) Φ41.3(1-5/8”)

Dimensions  
(W X D X H) mm

990 x 840x1780  
+ 

1350 x 840x1780
(1350x840x1780)x2

1350 x 840x1780  
+ 

1990 x 840x1780

(990 x 840x1780)x2  
+ 

1350x840x1780

Operating 
temperature range Cooling: -5 - 50°C; heating: -20 - 29°C

Refrigerant R410A

Power supply 380-415V/3/50Hz

Unit model
A5VR400DR

A5VR420DR3 A5VR440DR3 A5VR460DR3 A5VR480DR3 A5VR500DR3 A5VR520DR3 A5VR540DR3
A5VR400DR2 A5VR400DR3

Combination code A5VR160DR + 
A5VR240DR

A5VR120DR X2 +  
A5VR160DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR120DR + 
A5VR140DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR140DR + 
A5VR140DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR140DR + 
A5VR160DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR160DR + 
A5VR160DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR160DR + 
A5VR180DR

A5VR160DR + 
A5VR180DR + 
A5VR180DR

A5VR180DR + 
A5VR180DR + 
A5VR180DR

Nominal cooling 
capacity

kW 113.0 112.2 118.6 125.0 130.0 135.0 140.4 145.8 151.2

BTU/h 385600 382800 404700 426500 443600 460600 479000 497500 515,900

Nominal Input Power kW 32.50 30.18 31.86 33.54 35.52 37.50 39.70 41.90 44.10

Nominal cooling 
current A 57.0 52.6 55.5 58.4 61.9 65.4 70.0 74.6 79.2

Noise dB(A) 66 66 66 66 67 67 67 67 67

Air flow rate m3/h 14500+24800 14500x3 14500+14500+14500

Weight kg 794 740 817 894 918 942 948 954 960

Pipe connection 
mode Air pipe: welding connection; liquid pipe: flare opening connection

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ19.05(3/4’)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ 41.3(1-5/8”)

Dimensions  
(W X D X H) mm 1350x840x1780 +

1990x840x1780
(990 x 840x1780) 

 x2 +1350 x 840x1780
990 x 840x1780  

(1350 x 840x1780)x2 (1350 x 840 x1780)x3

Operating  
temperature range Cooling: -5 - 50 ℃ ; heating: -20 - 29℃

Refrigerant R410A

Power supply 380-415V/3/50Hz

Notes:
1.  The above cooling capacities are tested when the indoor dry/wet bulb temperature is 27℃ /19℃ , the outdoor dry/wet bulb temperature is 35℃ /24℃ , connected pipe length is 5 m, and the 

drop is 0; 
2.  The above noises values are tested under the working condition of comprehensive refrigeration capacity when the front operating sound of unit is tested by using 1/2 of the unit height plus 1 m; 

in the actual operation, the sound value is a little higher than the standard value due to influence by the external environment;
3.  The above parameters are tested according to requirements of GB/T 18837-2002. Parameters may be changed due to product improvement. The parameters indicated on the unit nameplate 

should prevail;
4. The external dimensions are the cabinet dimensions, the depth size excludes the foot size, and the unit height includes the foot size;
5. In the case of multi-module combination, order the related accessories package to make field installation convenient.
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Unit model A5VCC080V A5VCC090V A5VCC100V A5VCC112V A5VCC125V A5VCC140V A5VCC160V

Nominal cooling capacity
W 8000 9000 10000 11200 12500 14000 16000

BTU/h 27300 30700 34100 38200 42700 47800 54600

Input power W 184 235 295 295 322 390 410

Rated input current A 0.86 1.13 1.4 1.4 1.55 1.85 1.95

External static pressure (optional) Pa 50 (30/80) 50 (30/80) 50 (30/80) 50 (30/80) 50 (30/80) 50 (30/80) 50 (30/80)

Noise (high/medium/low) dB(A) 40/37/36 41/40/38 41/40/38 42/38/36 43/40/38 45/44/40 45/44/41

Air flow rate (high/medium/low) m3/h 1200/950/840 1400/1200/980 1680/1380/1100 1700/1380/1130 1900/1530/1290 2500/1900/1500

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ9.52(3/8”)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ15.88(5/8”)

Condensate water pipe size mm R3/4

Unit dimensions (W X D X H) mm 1150 x 600 x 300 1450 x 600 x 300

Unit weight kg 38 48

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz

Ceiling concealed IDU A5VCC-V (ultra-thin type)

Ceiling concealed IDU A5VCC-V (compact type)

Optional accessories for IDU

Unit model A5VCC022V A5VCC025V A5VCC028V A5VCC032V A5VCC036V A5VCC040V A5VCC045V A5VCC050V A5VCC056V A5VCC063V A5VCC071V

Nominal cooling capacity
W 2200 2500 2800 3200 3600 4000 4500 5000 5600 6300 7100

BTU/h 7500 8500 9600 10900 12300 13600 15400 17100 19100 21500 24200

Input power W 43 47 47 57 57 62 62 96 96 98 138

Rated input current A 0.2 0.23 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.29 0.29 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.63

External static pressure 
(optional)) Pa 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30) 10(0/30)

Noise (high/medium/low) dB(A) 29/27/26 31/28/25 31/28/25 32/29/25 32/29/25 34/30/27 34/30/27 37/35/32 37/35/32 37/33/28 40/37/35

Air flow rate (high/medium/
low) m3/h 430/350/260 600/480/350 600/480/350 630/500/350 630/500/350 730/600/480 730/600/480 900/750/600 900/750/600 1050/800/550 1200/980/830

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ6.35(1/4”) Φ9.52(3/8”)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ9.52(3/8”) Φ12.7(1/2”) Φ15.88(5/8”)

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ20.5

Unit dimensions (W X D X H) mm 900 x 599 x 199 1100 x 599 x 199

Unit weight kg 26 26 26 27 27 28 28 28 28 33 33

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz

Note: The air flow in the above unit parameter table is the air flow under the standard static pressure, and the content outside () is standard static pressure.
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LCD wired controller LCD wireless controller Condensate water lifting pump

Note: The above optional parts with different functions can be selected for the IDU according to requirements.

700 mm lift available



Ceiling cassette IDU A5VCK-V

Ceiling mounted IDU A5VCM-V

Unit model A5VCK028V A5VCK032V A5VCK036V A5VCK040V A5VCK045V A5VCK050V A5VCK056V A5VCK063V A5VCK071V

Nominal cooling capacity
W 2800 3200 3600 4000 4500 5000 5600 6300 7100

BTU/h 9600 10900 12300 13600 15400 17100 19100 21500 24200

Input power W 55 55 55 72 72 92 92 102 102

Rated input current A 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.33 0.33 0.42 0.42 0.47 0.47

Noise (high/medium/low) dB(A) 30/28/26 31/29/27 31/29/27 34/31/28 34/31/28 39/36/33 39/36/33 40/38/35 40/38/35

Air flow rate (high/medium/low) m3/h 600/490/420 640/540/440 640/540/440 800/630/540 800/630/540 1000/800/680 1000/800/680 1200/980/810 1200/980/810

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ6.35(1/4”) Φ9.52(3/8”)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ9.52(3/8”) Φ12.7(1/2”) Φ15.88(5/8”)

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ20.5

Unit size (excluding the panel) 
(W X D X H)

mm 893 x 820 x 265

Unit weight (excluding the 
panel)

kg 26 26 26 30 30 30 30 31 31

Panel dimensions (W X D X H) mm 990 x 990 x 75

Panel weight kg 4.4

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz

Unit model A5VCK080V A5VCK090V A5VCK100V A5VCK112V A5VCK125V A5VCK140V

Nominal cooling capacity
W 8000 9000 10000 11200 12500 14000

BTU/h 27300 30700 34100 38200 42700 47800

Input power W 142 142 144 155 171 204

Rated input current A 0.82 0.82 0.85 0.91 1.05 1.23

Noise (high/medium/low) dB(A) 42/39/35 42/39/35 43/40/38 45/42/39 48/45/42 50/45/42

Air flow rate (high/medium/
low)

m3/h 1300/1060/880 1300/1060/880 1360/1110/920 1530/1250/1040 1600/1310/1090 1800/1480/1230

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ9.52(3/8”)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ 15.88(5/8”)

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ20.5

Unit size (excluding the panel) 
(W X D X H)

mm 893x820x335

Unit weight (excluding the 
panel)

kg 35 35 35 36 36 36

Panel dimensions (W X D X H) mm 990 x 990 x 75

Panel weight kg 4.4

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz

Unit model A5VCM056V A5VCM071V A5VCM112V A5VCM125V

Nominal cooling capacity
W 5600 7100 11200 12500

BTU/h 19100 24200 38200 42700

Input power W 81 116 161 161

Rated input current A 0.4 0.55 0.7 0.7

Noise (high/medium/low) dB(A) 48/45/42 50/46/43 52/48/44 52/48/44

Air flow rate (high/medium/low) m3/h 1100/970/750 1300/1100/870 1850/1550/1200 1850/1550/1200

Liquid pipe size mm(in) ① 6.35(1/4”) Φ9.52(3/8”)

Air pipe size mm(in) CD 12.7(1/2”) Φ15.88(5/8”)

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ 20.5

Unit dimensions (W X D X H) mm 1214 x 670 x 214 1214 x 670 x 249 1714 x 670 x 249

Unit weight kg 39 44 64 64

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz
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Unit model A5VDB125V A5VDB140V A5VDB224V A5VDB280V

Nominal cooling capacity
W 12500 14000 22400 28000

BTU/h 42700 47800 76400 95500

Input power W 481 620 910 1020

Rated input current A 2.1 2.5 2.08 2.25

External static pressure Pa 100 100 200 200

Noise (high/medium/low) dB(A) 46/44/42 50/48/46 54 57

Air flow rate (high/medium/low) m3/h 2300/1886/1564 2750/2255/1870 4100 4320

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ9.52(3/8”) Φ9.52(3/8”) Φ12.7(1/2”)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ15.88(5/8”) Φ22.23(7/8”)

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ20.5 Φ25.4

Unit dimensions (W X D X H) mm 1227 x 830 x 350 1427 x 830 x 350 1760 x 958 x 515

Unit weight kg 60 69 131 133

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz 380-415V/3/50Hz

Note: When A5VDB224/280V exists in the same system, the cooling capacity of other single IDU is not less than 7.1 kW.

Unit model A5VWM022W A5VWM028W A5VWM036W A5VWM045W A5VWM056W A5VWM071W

Nominal cooling capacity
W 2200 2800 3600 4500 5600 7100

BTU/h 7500 9600 12300 15400 19100 24200

Input power W 33 33 34 34 35 55

Rated input current A 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.26

Noise (high/medium/low) dB(A) 35/33/30 35/33/30 37/34/31 40/36/33 43/39/35 46/44/41

Air flow rate m3/h 450/380/310 480/400/320 540/470/400 600/500/450 800/680/520 920/840/720

Liquid pipe size mm(in) Φ6.35(1/4”) Φ 9.52(3/8”)

Air pipe size mm(in) Φ 9.52 (3/8”) Φ 12.70 (1/2”) Φ15.88(5/8”)

Condensate water pipe size mm Φ 20

Unit dimensions (W X D X H) mm 900 x 205 x 282 1080 x221 x 304

Unit weight kg 12 16

Power supply 220-240V/1/50Hz

High static ducted blower IDU A5VDB-V

Wall mounted IDU A5VWM-W
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Optional accessories for ODU

Optional accessories for centralized control

No. Installation accessory name Accessory content Applicable model

1 AVR-A-A1 Right angle elbow, variable diameter tube, Y-type triplet A5VR260DR - A5VR400DR

2 AVR-A-A2 Right angle elbow, variable diameter tube, Y-type triplet A5VR380/400DR3
 A5VR420DR - A5VR500DR

3 AVR-A-A3 Right angle elbow, variable diameter tube, Y-type triplet A5VR520DR - A5VR540DR

Note: In the case of installation of combined modular units, please buy the above corresponding installation accessories.

Control mode Centralized wired controller Centralized monitoring system Household-based billing system Building automation

Ordered parts AC-HMI323A
AC-CCS101A (centralized monitoring software) 
AC-GTW001A (1-channel conversion interface) 
AC-GTW001 B (4-channel conversion interface) 

AC-CCS102A (software system)  
AC-GTW002A (power divider)  

AC-GTW002B (data backup device)  
AVR-AM - 100A (electric meter)  
AVR-AM-180A (electric meter)

No need to order the gateway  
(standard configuration of Modbus protocol)  
AC-GTW003A (BACNET protocol gateway)
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